PROCEDURE

Hang a piece of paper labeled TRUE on one side of the room, and one labeled FALSE on the other. Instruct youth to move to the side of the room they think holds the correct TRUE or FALSE answer to the following questions:

Brazil will host the 2016 Summer Olympics, the first ever held in South America.

- TRUE The host city is Rio de Janeiro.
- FALSE If you are going to the Summer Olympics in Rio de Janeiro this year, you need to brush up on your Spanish.
- TRUE Unlike most South American Countries, Brazil’s native language is Portuguese.

The Olympics began in Greece with only men competing.

- TRUE
- FALSE

The youngest Olympian was a 10 year old Greek gymnast who took part in the first modern Olympics.

- TRUE
- FALSE

The first African to win a gold medal competed in the Olympic Marathon wearing Nike sneakers.

- TRUE
- FALSE

The colors of the 5 Olympic interlacing rings are Blue, Yellow, Black, Green, and Red on a white background.

- TRUE
- FALSE

The 2016 Summer Olympics will include skiing and ice skating for the first time ever.

- TRUE
- FALSE

Summer Olympic sports include Running, Swimming, Archery, Badminton, Canoeing and Cycling to name a few.

- TRUE
- FALSE

The United States has won more medals in both the summer and the winter Olympics than any other country.

- TRUE
- FALSE

The oldest Olympic medal winner was a 72 year old Swedish Shooting expert.

- TRUE
- FALSE

Thank you for participating in this fun activity to learn about the Olympics!